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1. INTRODUCTION
SAP Master Data Governance for Material (MDG-M) provides business processes to find, create, change, and mark
material master data for deletion. It supports the governance of material master data on a central hub and the
distribution of material master data to connected operational and business intelligence systems.
The processes are workflow-driven and can include several approval and revision phases, including collaboration
between all users participating in master data maintenance.
Domain specific content (data models, user interfaces, workflows) is provided as part of the standard.
It is a common requirement from customers to adapt the MDG data models to their specific needs.
This guide explains how to extend the MDG-M data model by a new entity type. The attribute values of the new entity
type will be copied to the corresponding ERP tables (reuse option) after activation of the change request.
Note
The node extensibility (entity type), which is introduced in the following sections covers all segments and
fields that are contained in data dictionary structure MDG_BS_MAT_S_MAT_DATA. It does not, however,
address additionally accessible tables of the Material Master such as the Production Resource Tool
Fields (MFHM).
Note
From MDG9 the additional structure CMD_BS_MAT_S_MAT_DATA has to be enhanced in the same way
as MDG_BS_MAT_S_MAT_DATA.

2. PREREQUISITES
You must have access to the system used for cross-client maintenance.
You must have basic understanding of the following areas:
•
•
•

SAP ERP
SAP MDG
SAP Floorplan Manager (FPM)

3. USEFUL SAP NOTES
1641867
44410

Values for extension field missing after CR activation
Integrating customer-specific fields in the material master

1517867
1571467
1701437
1806108
2129261
2284745
2461516
2656693

Functional restrictions in MDG-M in EhP5
Functional restrictions in MDG-M in EhP6
Functional restrictions in MDG-M in MDG6.1
Functional restrictions in MDG-M in MDG7
Functional restrictions in MDG-M in MDG8
Functional Restrictions in MDG for Material with SAP Master Data Governance 9.0
Functional Restrictions in MDG for Material with SAP Master Data Governance 9.1
Functional Restrictions in MDG for Material in SAP Master Data Governance 9.2 and on SAP
S/4HANA 1809
Functional Restrictions in MDG for Material on SAP S/4HANA 1909
Functional Restrictions in MDG for Material on SAP S/4HANA 2020

2816571
2948873
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4. SCENARIO
High Level Requirements
The business requires the new entity type called “Plant Data for Material” as part of the MDG Material data model.
You want to extend the (Type1) entity type MATERIAL to include the entity type ZZMARC. ZZMARC includes the
following attributes: LVORM, XCHAR, DISMM, DISPO, DISLS.

Figure: Data Model – Material (Scope of 2011 Delivery) with custom entity type “Plant Data for Material”

Governance Process
The default governance process delivered with MDG will be used. No changes to the governance process are
necessary as part of this scenario.

Figure: Material Processing in Master Data Governance
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5. INTRODUCTION
The implementation steps in this document are easier to understand if you are familiar with the basic concepts; in
particular data modeling and user interface customization. In this introduction section, you can learn more about these
concepts. Alternatively you can skip this section and move straight to the implementation part.
Data Modeling
In MDG, the data model is a central part of the application. SAP delivers several preconfigured data models that you
can start using with little configuration.
Basic Data Model for Material
Looking at the Material object type and its related data in an abstract way, you can distinguish the following categories
of data fields:
•
•
•

Identifying Material Data ~ 10 fields
Descriptive Material Data ~ 100 fields
Process Controlling Material Data ~ 1.000 fields

It is important to understand that MDG not only delivers the data fields in a model, but as well comes with the standard
business rules to check for completeness and consistency. These checks are only enforced when necessary in the
process.
You can either centralize the maintenance of process controlling data on the MDG hub by using the standard backend
transactions for material maintenance or you can decentralize the maintenance of process controlling data.
The delivered standard data model is “MM” (This model is linked to Business Object ID 194 “Material” / “BUS2550”
Material)
You can find the delivered data model content for the different releases here:
https://www.sap.com/dmc/tools/MDG_SDN_model_fields_MM.zip

Additional Information:
• A BAdI is available for data enhancement during change request activation
• AuthoriZation Concept: Depend on the reuse of backend logic and pre-delivered roles defined in PFCG
• Field control: visibility and mandatory fields are controlled with the field control feature that re-uses the
backend logic and existing settings (T130F).

Data Modeling Concepts in MDG
The meta-model below shows the basic elements making up a MDG data model. When you extend the data model by
a new Entity Type you must also define its relationship to other data model elements and decide on a Storage and Use
Type for the new Entity Type. In the following sections you will find more details regarding these topics.

Figure: The meta model is an entity-relationship-model (ERM)
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The preconfigured data model for the business object types Material is MM. You can view the SAP delivered data model
in Customizing for Master Data Governance under General Settings > Data Modeling > Edit Data Model. Alternatively,
you can enter view cluster VC_USMD001 in transaction SM34.

Storage and Use Types
You assign a storage and use type to specify whether and how master data can be changed in Master Data
Governance. The storage and use type also indicates which database tables are generated by the system.
Changeable via Change
Request; Generated
Database Tables
(Type 1)

The master data of this storage and use type can be changed in Master Data
Governance with a change request. The system generates all necessary
database tables: check and text tables as well as additional tables, for example,
for attachments and sets.
The common key fields of these tables are:
•
•
•

The entity type itself
The edition – if you previously specified in the data model that the
validity of master data changes is restricted to editions
The entity types that are assigned to the entity type through leading
relationships

Furthermore, all tables contain a checkbox that indicates whether the master
data record is active. Depending on the workflow template used, it is possible
that a master data record is not set to Active until the change request in which
the record was created or changed is released.
The settings you make for the entity type (such as language dependency) result
in additional key fields in the text table and the tables for attachments and sets.

Changeable w/o Change
Request; Generated
Check/Text Tables

The non-key fields contained in the text table are the entity texts. The non-key
fields contained in the check table are the attributes of the entity type. The
attachment and set tables contain predefined non-key fields. Furthermore, all
database tables contain a checkbox that indicates whether the master data
record was deleted. The check table also contains attributes that record which
user created or changed the data records and when this was done.
The master data of this storage and use type can be changed in Master Data
Governance without a change request. The system generates only the check
and text tables with the entity type as well as with the entity types assigned to
the entity type through leading relationships as fixed key fields.

(Type 2)
The non-key fields contained in the text table are the entity texts. The check
table does not contain non-key fields.
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Not Changeable via
MDG; No Generated
Tables
(Type 3)
Changeable via Other
Entity Type; Generated
Database Tables
(Type 4)

The master data of this storage and use type cannot be changed in Master
Data Governance. Therefore, the system does not generate database tables.
Instead, the system derives the available values from the domain that is
assigned to the data element – either from the assigned value table or from the
domain fixed values.
The master data of this storage and use type can be changed in Master Data
Governance only with a change request of an entity type with storage and use
type 1. The entity type needs to be in a relationship with the relationship type
leading and assigned as the To-entity type to an entity type with storage and
use type 1. The system generates the check table as described for storage and
use type 1, but also generates the entity types that are assigned through
qualifying relationships as key fields. The system does not generate a text
table, attachments, or sets since entity texts are not allowed for entity types
with this storage and use type.

You can view the settings for Storage and use Type for existing Entity Types in Customizing for Master Data
Governance under General Settings > Data Modeling > Edit Data Model. You select the MM data model and double
click on Entity Types (view cluster VC_USMD001). In the list of entity types you can double click an entity type to view
its details as shown below for Entity Type MATERIAL.

Figure: Selection box showing the different storage/use types in MDG
Relationship Type
If you have defined multiple entity types, you can determine what type of relationship should link them (leading,
referencing, qualifying, or foreign key relationship). For each relationship, you specify a relationship type and
cardinality.
Relationship Type
Referencing
Leading

Qualifying

Definition
Specifies the From-Entity type as an attribute of the To-Entity type.
Specifies the From-Entity type on a higher level than the To-Entity type.
The From-Entity type is automatically taken as the key in the generated
tables. A Leading relationship type is identical to a Qualifying relationship
type, except when the To-Entity type has a Storage and Use Type of 4.
Master data for To-Entity types in Leading relationships is processed in the
context of the entity type that is assigned using the leading relationship.
Specifies the From-Entity type on a higher level than the To-Entity type.
The From-Entity type is automatically taken as the key in the generated
tables.
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The following options are possible for the relationship between two entity types:
Cardinality
1:N

Definition

0:N

This cardinality represents an optional relationship in which any number ToEntity Types can be assigned to a From-Entity Type.

This cardinality represents a mandatory relationship in which one or more
To-Entity Types can be assigned to a From-Entity Type.
This cardinality is valid for relationships with the relationship types Leading,
Qualifying, and Referencing. In relationships with the relationship type
referencing, the From-Entity Type is a required attribute of the To-Entity
Type.

Note
Which relationship types are permitted depends on the storage and use types of the entity types. For a table
with detailed information refer to SAP Help Portal.
Important
The general design assumption is that there is a 1:N relationship between a database table and its entity
types. This means one entity type does not bundle several database tables.
Reuse Area versus the Flexible Option
When you extend the SAP delivered data model by a new entity type you have to decide where the data should be
stored after activation of the change request. During processing of the change request the data is stored in the MDG
staging area. After activation the data can be moved to tables outside of MDG or it can stay in the MDG tables.
For optimal integration into SAP Business Suite MDG provides the following two persistence modes:
•
•

Generated active area (flex mode) – Tables as defined in the MDG data model are used to store active data.
Re-Use active area (re-use mode) – Existing structures of applications are used. For example, MDG for
material makes use of the MARA table in ECC.

Figure: Flexibility Option (left) versus Reuse Option (right)
Where the data is stored is specified by the Reuse Area setting on the Data Model or Entity Type level as shown in
the screenshots below.

Figure: Assignment of Reuse Area for the Data Model MM
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Figure: Assignment of Access Class for Reuse Area MATERIAL

Figure: Alternative assignment of Reuse Area on Entity Type level
The MDG model MM is preconfigured with one reuse area called MATERIAL. This reuse area points to the access
class CL_MDG_BS_MAT_ACCESS, which can handle all fields of the pre-delivered data model and some more.
If you extend the data model by a new entity type and want the data of that entity type to remain in the MDG tables
after activation you can choose MDG as a reuse area.
F4-Help
Since ERP 6 EhP6 it is required to maintain a foreign-key relationship for the Data Element in order to get F4-Help.
This should be considered during data modeling.
The system applies the following rules of precedence when assigning input help:
1. Search help assignment in data model definition
2. Backend structure MDG_BS_MAT_S_MARA, MDG_BS_MAT_S_* (not existing for Flex Entities)
a. Search help assignment in the structure
b. Value table on domain with foreign key association
3. Search help assignment on data element (for flex entities)
4. Fixed values or value table on domain
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Note: Value table on domain without foreign key assignment (for flex entities) is not supported out of the box
Code lists
The considered Code list for the check comes from the Fixed Values or Value Range Table which is assigned to the
domain of the data element.
Data modeling considerations for List-UIBBs
In case you want to add two (or more) List-UIBBs (User Interface Building Blocks) to the Material User Interface you
have to consider this during data modeling. Basically there are two cases you need to distinguish:
1. You want the two List-UIBBs to be independent. In this case you need to create separate Entity Types and
assign one to each List-UIBB.
2. You want to create a new row in the second UIBB automatically after creating a row in the first UIBB (for the
same key, of course). In this case we recommend you assign the same Entity Type for both List-UIBBs (or
implement a derivation).
The following example illustrates the two scenarios.
Example
You have MRP1/MRP2 and Foreign Trade Export modeled as Entity Type ZZMARC.
Foreign Trade Export (separate) is modeled as a separate Entity Type ZZMARCFTE.
In the Component Configuration for Foreign Trade Export (separate), you have maintained the Entity Type
ZZMARCFTE. For MRP1/MRP2 and Foreign Trade Export component configuration, you have maintained entity type
as ZZMARC.
With this Entity Type specified in the Component Configuration, when entering a new row in ZZMARC component
configurations, it does not affect the ZZMARCFTE entity. Thus this would be useful when customer wants to enter only
Foreign Trade Export data and not MRP data.

User Interface Configuration
The User Interface in MDG is configured using the Floorplan Manager. The Floorplan Manager (FPM) is a Web Dynpro
ABAP application that provides a framework for developing new Web Dynpro ABAP application interfaces consistent
with SAP UI guidelines.
The entry point you need for starting an application is the application configuration, which is tied to a single Web
Dynpro application. The necessary information needed to start the application is divided between the following two
entities:
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•
•

Web Dynpro ABAP Application: Contains the information about the main component and window of the
application
Web Dynpro ABAP Application Configuration: Contains the information about the configuration used for
starting the main component

There are only 3 different main components used in FPM-based applications. Each one corresponds to one of the
supported floorplans:
•
•
•

OIF (Object Instance Floorplan): component FPM_OIF_COMPONENT
GAF (Guided Activity Floorplan): component FPM_GAF_COMPONENT
OVP (Overview Page Floorplan): component FPM_OVP_COMPONENT

In the screenshot below application MDG_BS_MAT_OVP is using component FPM_ADAPTABLE_OVP as the start
component, therefore the first line corresponds to that component. Here, it is specified that FPM_ADAPTABLE_OVP
starts with component configuration BS_MAT_OVP_CBA. As component FPM_ADAPTABLE_OVP is the component
providing the floorplan’s functionality and layout, we will use the term 'floorplan component' for it and the term 'floorplan
configuration' for the configuration used to start it.
In the second, subordinate, line (OVP) you find the Configuration Name of the Overview Page Floorplan (OVP). In the
screenshot below, it is BS_MAT_OVP_LAYOUT.

Adaptation Options in Floorplan Manager
A Floorplan Manager UI can be adapted using different techniques. The figure below shows the relationship between
configuration, customizing, and personalization. Context-Based-Adaptation is another way the user interface can be
customized for specific use cases.

In the context of MDG, you typically choose to customize the SAP delivered configuration. Only if customizing is not
feasible do you copy the SAP delivered UI configuration to the customer namespace and change the copy.
In the following cases the UI should be copied rather than customized:
•
•

Code changes are required
The UI needs to be changed for all users in the system and not only client-specific
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•

The changes to the UI are extensive
Note
For more details regarding options for Floorplan manager user interface adaptation, advantages,
disadvantages and steps required, familiarize yourself with SAP Note 1619534.

Handle Previous Enhancements from the “UI BAdI”
With EhP6, the Business Add-In previously available to adjust the user interface for single processing of material is no
longer available. Instead, a new UI provides greater flexibility while retaining and refining the functionality provided with
EhP5. Below is the full list of the functions previously available through the single processing UI by implementing the
BAdI in EhP5, that are now provided under the EhP6 UI paradigm:
•
•
•
•

Initialize the displayed data (when creating a new entity, for example)
Restrict the values displayed in a dropdown list field or selection field group
Restrict the values displayed in the input help
Dynamically control the visibility of fields on the user interface and of the property that determines if fields are
required or display-only
• Define navigation destinations of UI elements of the type hyperlink (or pushbutton)
• Check if the lead selection of a table may be changed
For more information, see the MDG consulting SAP Note 1606341.
Removing Customizing or Personalization
If required a system administrator can delete customizing or personalization from a central place using the following
Web-Dynpro applications. These applications should be used with caution.
Web Dynpro applications:
•
•
•

WD_ANALYZE_CONFIG_USER
WD_ANALYZE_CONFIG_COMP
WD_ANALYZE_CONFIG_APPL
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6. IMPLEMENTATION
Two major building blocks make up the implementation of the entity type extension. In the first phase, you extend the
MDG data model. In the second phase, you extend the user interface to include the new entity type.
The flow diagram below shows the detailed implementation steps. We recommend you use it as an orientation. Each
box in the diagram below corresponds to a section in this guide in which you find detailed execution instructions.

Figure: Implementation steps for re-use Entity-Type extension

Data Model Extension
You want to extend the MDG data model for Material (MM) by the additional Entity Type “Plant Data for Material”
(MARC). The following fields from MARC should be modeled as attributes of the new Entity Type in MDG.
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You first create a new entity type YMARC1 and assign it a Storage and Use Type 4. The entity type has the attributes
LVORM, XCHAR, DISMM, DISPO, and DISLS. The relationship between MATERIAL and MARC is 1: N of type
Leading.
You also create additional entity types with Storage and Use Type 3, and relationships as shown in the diagram
below.

Figure: Data Model details for extension
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Create a New Entity Type
Note
If a field in a new reuse entity type or in an existing reuse entity type is relevant for selection in the
download application, the customer must add this field to the template for the MDG-M enterprise search.
Doing this prevents a performance bottleneck. For more information, see Master Data Governance for
Material Extend Search. The template that the customer must enhance is the enterprise search template
for a search of the staging is MDG_MATERIAL. The customer only needs to enhance the MATERIAL
template, if the field is not already contained within that template.
1.
2.

Log into system for crossclient maintenance.
Start Customizing for Master
Data Governance
(transaction MDGIMG).
Go to General Settings ->
Configuration Workbench.
Select data model MM.
Click the Edit pushbutton.
In the left hand table with the
list of Entity Types click the
New pushbutton.
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3.

4.

5.

Create New Entity Type
Entity Type: YMARC1
Storage/Use Type:
Changeable via Other Entity
Type; Generated Database
Table
Reuse Area: empty (this
means the entity type uses
the reuse area configured for
the data model)
Save your settings.

Add the attributes of Entity
Type YMARC1 as shown in
the screenshot below.
Save your settings.
We recommend you only
assign a Search Help to a
Data Element in exceptional
circumstances. If you do this,
the input help executes the
search help instead of
reading the data in the check
table or the fixed values of
data element’s domain.
In the following steps you
define new entity types that
are needed to define the key
fields using relationships.
Details for Entity Type
YT438A are shown in the
screenshot below.
Ensure that the customer
extension attributes consider
the customer namespace for
data dictionary fields.
The customer namespaces
for attributes are YY* and
ZZ*.
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The customer namespaces
for Entity Types are Y* and
Z*.
The customer namespaces
for Data Models are X*, Y*
and Z*.
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6.

Details for Entity Type
YT024D are shown in the
screenshot.
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7.

8.

Details for Entity Type
YT001W are shown in the
screenshot.

Start Customizing for Master
Data Governance
(transaction MDGIMG).
Go to General Settings ->
Data Modeling -> Edit Data
Model.
Select data model MM.
Select Relationships.
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9.

10.

Activate the extended data
model.

Make change request
adjustments after creating
the SMT mapping.
Link to chapter: Adjust
Staging area of Linked
Change Requests

Generate MDG Data Model-Specific Structures
In general, if you change a data model (for example, if you change attributes of entity types or relationships) you need
to regenerate the structures.
From MDG8 you can assign a prefix and a package directly in the data model. Then the structures will be generated
automatically with activation of the data model.

Note

The prefix or the namespace represents the first part of the names used for the generated structures on data model
level. In customer systems, you can use the letters Y or Z as a prefix, or you can specify a valid existing customer
namespace. Existing customer namespaces are stored in the tables TRNSPACET and TRNSPACEL or you can check
it with transaction SE03.

Older releases: Since the MDG data model was changed you need to regenerate the tables. In this Customizing
activity, for each data model and entity type you generate technical structures and tables in the ABAP Dictionary. The
system uses these structures internally for implementing the staging area. To generate these Data Model-Specific
structures follow the steps below.
Note
In general if you change a data model (for example, if you change attributes of entity types or relationships); you need to
regenerate the structures.
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1.
2.

3.

Log into system for cross-client
maintenance.
Start Customizing for Master Data
Governance (transaction MDGIMG).
Go to General Settings -> Data Modeling
-> Generate Data Model-specific
Structures.

Create five new entries as shown in the
screenshot. As a minimum requirement
create the two mandatory entries.
Mandatory
•
•

Structures for mapping between
active area and staging area
Structures for Field Properties

Optional
•
•

Structures for PDF-based Forms
Structures for Enterprise Search

Obsolete
•

Structures for Field Control

Save your changes.
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4.

5.

6.

Select the row with data model MM
Double-click Structures in the left hand
panel
Choose the Generate Structures
pushbutton.

Verify that your structures for YMARC1 were
successfully generated.

In the following steps you verify that one of
the active area mapping structures was
successfully generated.
Start transaction SE11.
Display structure ZXX_S_MM_PP_YMARC1
by entering the details as shown.
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7.

You have now verified that the structure
ZXX_S_MM_PP_YMARC1 has been
generated.

7. SMT MAPPING
You extend mappings by creating new transformations (complex transformations, field mappings) and field checks for
them or by editing them.
Important
When the mappings are saved, the system generates the corresponding coding. Make sure that all relevant structures
are ready before you start.
SMT Mapping – Staging to Primary Persistence

8.

Log into system for cross-client
maintenance.
Start Customizing for Master
Data Governance (transaction
MDGIMG).
Go to General Settings ->
Data Modeling -> Create and
Edit Mappings -> Create and
Edit Mappings
Note: For new Entity Types it
is recommended to create a
new mapping. When extending
existing Entity Types it is
recommended to extend the
existing mapping.
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9.

10.

11.

Create a new mapping for
transferring data from the
MDG staging area to the active
area.
Call the new mapping
Z_MAP_YMARC1_2PP.

Add a mapping step
MAP_MARC.
Assign Source Structure
ZXX_S_MM_PP_YMARC1.
Assign Target Structure
MDG_BS_MAT_S_MARC.

Assign Change Structure
MDG_BS_MAT_S_MARC_X.
Select Change Structure
Keys Exist.
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Assign change structure key
12. MATNR

13.

Select mapping step
MAP_MARC and choose the
Details pushbutton.
Map the fields as shown in the
next screenshot.
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14.

15.

Save your changes

SMT Mapping – Primary Persistence to Staging
16.

Log into system for cross-client
maintenance.
Start Customizing for Master
Data Governance (transaction
MDGIMG).
Go to General Settings ->
Data Modeling -> Create and
Edit Mappings -> Create and
Edit Mappings
Create a new mapping for
transferring data from the
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MDG staging to the active
area.
Call the new mapping
Z_MAP_YMARC1_2STA.
17.

Add a mapping step
MAP_YMARC1.
Assign Source Structure
MDG_BS_MAT_S_MARC.
Assign Target Structure
ZXX_S_MM_PP_YMARC1.
Select mapping step
MAP_MARC and press the
Details button.
Map the fields as shown in the
next screenshot
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18.

19.

Save your changes

SMT Mapping – Assign Mapping to Data Model MM
20.

Log into system for cross-client
maintenance.
Start Customizing for Master
Data Governance (transaction
MDGIMG).
Go to General Settings ->
Data Modeling -> Generate
Data Model Specific
Structures
Select Data Model MM.
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Double click on Mapping.
21.

Enter the two SMT mappings
for Entity Type YMARC1 as
shown.

8. ADJUST STAGING AREA OF LINKED CHANGE REQUESTS
This step is necessary to adjust any open change requests after you have changed the data model.
Start Customizing for Master
22.
Data Governance (transaction
MDGIMG).
Go to General Settings ->
Data Modeling -> Edit Data
Model.
Select data model MM.
Double click on Entity Types.
Choose the pushbutton Adjust
staging area of linked
change requests
Choose the Yes pushbutton.
23.

24.

The following message
appears.
Note: Make sure that user
DDIC exist in all relevant
clients.
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9. EXTENDING THE UI CONFIGURATION
See also How To Guide: http://scn.sap.com/docs/DOC-30192
Create Custom List-UIBB
This section describes how you create a List-UIBB to display the MARC attributes in a table. The end result looks similar
to the screenshot below.

You create the List-UIBB in two steps. First you create a copy of the List-UIBB template, next you enhance the copy to
display your MARC attributes.
Copy Template List-UIBB
Start transaction SE80.
25.
In the drop down select
Web Dynpro Comp. / Intf.
In the input field enter
FPM_LIST_UIBB and
press the Display button.
Below the object name
expand the tree node
called Component
Configurations.
Double click the
component configuration
FPM_LIST_UIBB_TEMPL
ATE.
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26.

27.

28.

Press the Start
Configurator pushbutton.

In the web browser,
choose the Copy
pushbutton.

Enter a Configuration
Name as shown in the
screenshot.
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29.

30.

Assign a Package or
choose the Local Object
pushbutton.

Back in the SAP GUI,
refresh the object list.
Confirm that your new
configuration is there.
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Adapt Custom List-UIBB
Double click on the new
31.
configuration (for
example
Z_FPM_LIST_UIBB_MA
RC)

32.

33.

Press the Start
Configurator
pushbutton.

In the web browser,
choose the Continue in
Change Mode
pushbutton.
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34.

35.

36.

Choose the pushbutton
Feeder Class.
In the input field enter
CL_MDG_BS_MAT_FEED
ER_LIST and choose
the Edit Parameters
pushbutton.

Enter the parameters in
the input fields as shown
in the screenshot.

In the General Settings
section of the UIBB
configuration enter the
details as shown in the
screenshot.
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37.

38.

Add your MARC
attributes the table by
choosing the Column
pushbutton and
selecting the attributes
from the list.

Choose the Attributesicon as shown in the
screenshot to display
the attribute details box
at the bottom of the
screen.
For each element in the
table, set the attributes
FPM Event ID and
Suggest Values as
shown in the
screenshot.
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Information Only: Adding a Delete button to the Plant Data Table
You may want to have a Delete-button to remove lines from the Plant Data table. The screenshots below show the UIconfiguration steps required to display the Delete-button on the Plant Data table.
It is not sufficient however to have the button, but the feeder class must also be able to remove the relevant data from
the change request. Therefore it is recommended to create your own feeder class that inherits from feeder class
CL_MDG_BS_MAT_FEEDER_LIST and handles the Delete-event.
Only the UI changes are documented in this guide, the extension of the feeder class is not shown in this guide.
39.

40.

To allow deleting of
plant data from the table
you can add a Delete
toolbar element in this
step.
Open the Toolbar
Schema tab and choose
the Toolbar Element
pushbutton.

Select the FRW_DELETE
line and choose OK.
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41.

Enter a Tooltip name for
the button, for instance
“Delete”.

Add a Custom List-UIBB as a Context-Based Adaptation
42.

Start transaction SE80.
In the dropdown select
Package.
Enter MDG_BD_MAT in
the input field.
Navigate the
Application
Configuration as
shown in the
screenshot.
Double click on the
Application
Configuration
BS_MAT_OVP.
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43.

44.

45.

46.

In the browser window,
choose the Continue in
Display Mode
pushbutton.

Click on the link for
Configuration Name
BS_MAT_OVP_LAYOUT.

Choose the icon as
shown in the screenshot
to display the
Adaptations &
Comparisons.

Press the Add
pushbutton as shown in
the screenshot to add a
new adaptation.
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47.

48.

Add the filter criteria for
your adaptation.
In the screenshot no
filter was set. As a
consequence the UI
changes will be applied
every time the Material
UI is shown.
Press the OK
pushbutton.

Assign a package to
save the changes.
Press the OK
pushbutton.
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49.

50.

In the Adaptations
section select the newly
created adaptation as
shown in the screenshot
and choose the Edit
pushbutton.

In the tab Overview
Page Schema select the
row with element
MAT_SECTION.
In the UIBB drop down
menu, select List
Component to add your
custom List-UIBB
component.
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51.

52.

53.

In the Attributes
section, enter the details
of your custom ListUIBB as shown.

Select the Wire Schema
tab.

Press the Wire
pushbutton to connect
your custom List-UIBB
to the rest of the UI.
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54.

55.

Enter the wire attributes
as shown in the
screenshot.
Connector Class:
/PLMU/CL_FRW_W/CON
N_DEFAULT

Save your changes.

Testing the Configuration
Note
If you extend the data model according to the guidelines shown below, but the fields are not populated
when you activate the data model, see SAP Note 1641867 - Values for extension field missing after CR
activation
To test your configuration, start the MDG Material UI using the following URL (replace the parameters host, port and
client-id to match your landscape):
https://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/mdg_bs_mat?ACTION=CREATE&WDCONFIGURATIONID=B
S_MAT_INIT&sap-client=<client-id>
Alternatively, start transaction PFCG, enter role name SAP_MDGM_MENU and click the Display button. Select the
Menu – Tab. In the hierarchy window navigate to Role Menu -> Material Governance -> Material Processing. Right
click on Create Material and select Execute from the drop-down.
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After activation use transaction MM02 on the hub to verify the MARC attributes have been transferred correctly.
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10. RELATED CONTENT
For more information, visit the SAP Master Data Governance Community. (https://community.sap.com/topics/masterdata-governance )
Configuration and Enhancement of SAP Master Data Governance homepage
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SAPMDM/Documentation%3A+Configuration+and+Enhancement+of+SAP+Maste
r+Data+Governance
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